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Thank you, Mr President
Norman Plastow - architect,
craftsman, campaigner, fundraiser, designer, writer,
archaeologist,
curator,
historian, story-teller and
outstanding figure of the
Wimbledon Society - will be
celebrated with a dedicated
exhibition at the Gallery
from 6-16 March.
Twice Chairman of the
Society from 1975-83 and
1986-94 and President since
1998, Norman’s contribution
to the preservation and enhancement of Wimbledon’s
heritage is unparalleled. As
well as the Society itself, he
has chaired both the Village
Hall Trust and the Commons
Conservators, masterminded
the restoration and establishment of the Windmill Museum,
and led multiple campaigns
for an improved town centre,
replacement Civic Hall, more
conservation areas, and most
appropriate use of Cannizaro
House among other causes.
In recognition, the Village
Hall Trust gallery is being renamed the Norman Plastow
Gallery and the Society and VHT
will jointly showcase a selection
of his achievements during the
month. A special launch for
invited guests will be held on

Clockwise from top left:
Taking the Mickey out of life;
meeting a Museum exhibit
which once roamed the
grounds of a Wimbledon
estate; the Gallery which
resulted from years of
planning by Norman; showing
his bestselling book
Safe as Houses; and the
Windmill Museum which owes
its existence to him.
Friday, 7 March from 6.30pm.
Other opening times will be on
6, 11 and 13 March from
11.30-2.30 and during the
Museum hours at the

weekends from 2.30-5.00.
It will immediately follow the
Now and Then exhibition, showing
since December. Later events
will include a Merton Priory
exhibition starting in July.
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For the latest information, go to www.wimbledonsociety.org.uk, wimbledonmuseum.org.uk or the Facebook page.
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Chairman’s
Report
Our Now and Then,
exhibition has run
since December at
the Village Gallery. Its
historic photos are
shown adjacent to
those captured by Curator of Photographs
Simon Joseph. The weekend of 1 and 2
March is the last chance to see it on either
day from 2.30 to 5.00 pm. The special exhibition
on Society President Norman Plastow highlighted on Page 1 will follow from 6 March.
The Now and Then photographs merit an
enduring record. A hardback book on the
same theme will be published by Wimbledon
Society Museum Press. The editing, design
and words are all being handled in-house
and it will be a high quality publication,
including enhanced photographs, maps and
an index. Several sponsors have offered
generous support and local bookshops will
stock the book.
Page 11 of this Newsletter covers the
public examination of Merton Council’s planning policies. Members of our Planning
Committee have attended the hearings over
four days as well as writing representations
at earlier stages of the consultation process.
Such an informed response does much to
enhance the Society’s standing. The revised
Plan is likely to be adopted by the Council,
possibly by the local elections this May.
The Museum Committee has seen a
significant change. Charles Toase has
stepped down as Chairman after 13 years,
to be succeeded by Cassandra Taylor. With
his outstanding knowledge of Wimbledon,
Charles has filled the role with distinction,
and we offer our thanks for his great contribution. Thankfully, the Society will continue
to benefit from his erudition as he remains a
member of the Committee. We are fortunate
as well to see someone with Cassandra’s
skills and experience assume this important
position. We wish her every success.
ASIF MALIK
Copyrights:
Photo Page 10 courtesy of Andrew Wilson.
Photo Page 12 courtesy of Love Wimbledon.
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Changing the public profile of the
Museum of Wimbledon
David Woodcock was the Museum’s Head of Collections
until resigning for personal reasons last October. Society
President NORMAN PLASTOW pays personal tribute to the
important work David carried out over eight years.
We have recently had some
excellent helpers at our
Museum and I should like to
pay a special tribute to one
who, as a former professional
curator, was able to provide
both experience and practical
help with improving displays
and the Museum’s own identity.
David Woodcock started
working for what was then the
Wimbledon Society Museum
of Local History in 2005 after
he had visited one weekend.
He was asked if he would
help with the Nelson At Home
exhibition which was being
mounted at the time. One of
the problems in the Museum
was that there was no space
to mount changing exhibitions
and he overcame this by rearranging the archaeology
collection in order to release a
display cabinet adjacent to
the Perry Room.
In this he was then able to
mount a whole series of small
exhibitions including Wimbledon
and the Slave Trade (2007);
Rose’s Story, the Suffragettes
in Wimbledon (2008); Old
Wimbledon by Vincent Lines
(2009); Heart of Wimbledon
(2010); Light the Lights
(2010); and Wimbledon Park
Grows Up (2011).
In 2007 he became Curator
of Artefacts as well as heading
up the Collections Group and
Exhibitions. As a professional
curator he was able to establish
a solid foundation and public
presence for the Museum.

David Woodcock, former
Head of Collections
This involved acquiring and
preserving knowledge through
good quality documentation,
record-keeping, object data and
images. It also involved the
programme of temporary exhibitions already listed which
provided engaging and
changing displays that helped
to forge a connection with our
visiting public.
With the completion of the
new Village Hall Trust Gallery,
he was able to produce its first
larger scale and more impressive
exhibition, Town & Country
Wimbledon in 2012.
He worked hard to raise
the Museum’s profile and to
improve its image. He proposed
a change to its name and a
separate identity logo that
would help with future marketing
and merchandise. In 2010 the
Wimbledon Society Museum
of Local History became simply
the Museum of Wimbledon.
Another public relations

contribution was his Meet the
Curators event in January last
year. Entitled History and Mystery:
The Museum of Wimbledon
Collections, this was organised
as a special road-show style
lecture. It was very successful
and included contributions
from several of the other
curators too. As well as the
Artefacts collection which he
headed, the event featured
the Ephemera collection,
some of its Photographs, its
Prints, Watercolours & Drawings,
and its Manuscripts.
David made a considerable
contribution to re-registration
of the Museum under the
official accreditation scheme.
This work used to be carried
out after five years but now
has to be repeated every two
years. His last proposal was
to obtain Heritage Lottery
Funding for another complete
refurbishment of the Museum
in a few years time.

Lecture at
Chester House
An illustrated talk on Chester
House, the third oldest
building in Wimbledon, is
planned for this year.
The current owner, Bill
Bottriell, has invited the
Society to organise the
event which will cover the
history of the house, dating
back to the late 17th century.
Its best known resident was
the radical politician John
Horne Tooke who died
there in 1812. More recently
it was used by Barclays Bank.
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Veteran
businesses
still in the
Village
As part of ongoing work on old
established local businesses,
we looked at North Wimbledon
Cycle Stores which has been
at 14 Church Road from
around 1920 when it was run
by Mrs Ada Moffatt and advertised ‘pram repairs a speciality’.
More recently it has been known
as Smith Brothers.
Next door was Howard
Greenaway, a grocer, and then
George Greenaway, a tailor,
who later moved to 90 High
Street and then had a shop at
No 3, now the site of designer

These two businesses in Church Road have been near
neighbours for nearly a century under various identities.
shop Cath Kidston.
The grocers shop at No 12
Church Road is now occupied
by Sutherlands, the newsagents, which started life on
the other side of the road in

around 1922.
It was founded by William
John Sutherland. So there
are at least two Village
shops that are now more than
90 years old.

Like red hair? A barber had the answer
Algernon Charles Swinburne,
the famous but highly controversial Victorian poet pictured
right, was well-known locally
for walking most days from
his home on Putney Hill to
Wimbledon, for a drink at the
Rose & Crown.
A lesser-known story has

now come to light, telling us
that Swinburne’s barber, at
the foot of Putney Hill had a
lucrative sideline selling locks
of the great man’s hair to his
fans (mostly ladies) for half a
crown each. When he ran out
before Algernon was due for
his next cut, the barber used

Ridgway Place in the 1860s
The Walker family who lived
at 12 (later 58) Ridgway Place
1860-63, kept a diary which
was recently published with
help from the Museum.
The building was probably
originally an old farm house
called Rickfield House but it
has had many additions,
some in the Arts & Crafts
style with some William Morris
connections.
Neighbours are mentioned,
including three notable engineers
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Jacomb, Homersham and
Forde. The diary also comments on the weather and
social events such as a musical soiree for 45 people.
George and Gertrude
Walker moved to Copse Hill
in 1866, building a house
called Woodslee. It is now 86
Cottenham Park Road. They
rave about its beauty and
how ‘the nightingales sing all
around us’ for half an hour at
a time.

the hair of any other customer
with the correct reddish tinge.

Book on the ‘Battle
of Wimbledon’
A new book on the Battle of
Wibbandun in AD 568 suggests
it started at a ford over the
Wandle and then moved up
the hill to Caesar’s Camp.
However, historians generally
accept that, while the site of the
battle is not known for certain,
it was not at Wimbledon but
somewhere else in Surrey.
Charles Toase

LOCAL HISTORY
Wimbledon College of Art
now has a national reputation.
I live near it and my impression is
that the students are now predominantly female.
When the art school
started in 1890, girls could
join but not attend all of the
classes. It was thought improper for them to study life
drawing with nude male models
so they had to make do with
plaster casts. No governmentfunded school was allowed to
use nude female models, only
male, and these were for
study by male students only.
There was much concern
then about the moral welfare
of young women who left
home. As a result, a specially
dedicated Wimbledon College
of Art for Ladies was established in the 1880s, serving
female pupils from the age of
18 and into their twenties.
Intended ‘for young girls of
gentle birth’, Wimbledon College
of Art for Ladies was a residential school where students
were ‘introduced into the good
society of the neighbourhood’,
and ‘the whole institution was
conducted on Christian principles’. These principles were
endorsed in a discussion at
the Church Congress in 1885,
which was much concerned
with the issue of naked models.
The main speaker on the
subject was John Horsley, an
artist and Royal Academician,
who opposed the use of female
artists’ models and endorsed
the idea of an exclusively
female Wimbledon college.
(The satirical magazine
Punch ridiculed his insistence
that all models should wear
clothes by calling him
‘clothes-Horsley’.)
Wimbledon College of Art
for Ladies started at 56 Merton
Road on the site of what is now

No funny business for
respectable art students
CHARLES TOASE investigates an institution from the days
when studying art was considered risky for girls.

Princess Frederica of Hanover
(1848-1926), a college patron.
the Communications Workers
Union building. It was renumbered as 68 in 1901 and
again in 1931 as part of The
Broadway. There were eight
bedrooms and the 1901 census
shows ten student occupants.
In 1902 the college moved to
Worcester Road, remaining
until around 1905 when it
closed down.
A plan of the original house in
1893 shows a large studio at
the rear in a corrugated iron
building. A contemporary description of the college says:
‘There is a large studio built
out behind the house where
draped models sit. It is an
admirable place. I have a
daughter who is a student
there. I think a great deal of
my child being able to pursue
her art studies under the
same roof where she lives,
for perpetual going through
the streets is not good for
girls.’
Costs were kept low at 35

shillings a week, including
board, residence and tuition,
and there were scholarships
for those who could not afford
that much. Tuition was given
in drawing, embroidery and
black and white illustrations
for the press. Newspapers
used no photographs at the
time and such illustrations
received remuneration.
Also studied was stained
glass design. Three windows
at St Mary’s Church in Merton
were designed at the college,
another three at Great Bookham in Surrey and three more
at Jevington in Sussex.
The founder and leading
light of the college was Miss
Louisa Jane Bennett, a daughter
of John Leach Bennett whose
family was researched by
Judy Goodman for her book
Coal to Calico (2008). Louisa
Bennett is described as the
Honorary Lady Superintendent.
Patrons included HRH Princess
Frederica of Hanover, one of
King George III’s greatgranddaughters.
But such early prestige
clearly failed to keep the
place going, however great
the demand for its services.
Five years after the college
closed, its last site was briefly
occupied by the County Club,
run by failed Wimbledon
entrepreneur Alfred Hewitt
Smith. Two years later in
1915, Pitman’s College took
over the building. More recently
it has been the home of
Willington School.
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HERITAGE
MONICA ELLISON reports
on the recent lecture by
Richard Surman, Curator at
Southside House, in which
he finally dismissed old
myths about the place but
revealed a truth that was
every bit as exciting.
Richard called his illuminating
talk Southside House – A
Psychological Landscape.
Beginning with a virtual
tour of two previous houses,
he urged us to keep in mind
the photographs he was to
show us for a better understanding of Southside House
itself and for a glimpse into
the mindset of the eccentric
gentleman who lived there
until his death in 1995, the
distinguished World War 2
Special Operations Executive
(SOE) officer, Major Malcolm
Munthe, MC.
Richard’s tale began with
No 49 Bankside, an old threestorey residence which survived
the Blitz near the site of the
present Globe Theatre on
Thameside, referred to as
Cardinal’s Wharf.
Major Munthe settled there
in 1945 with his wife, Ann,
daughter of the 2nd Baron
Rea. He was still recovering
from severe head injuries
received at Anzio, where he
had been left with shrapnel
protruding from his head.
49 Bankside possessed a
spectacular view of St Paul’s,
its windows perfectly framing
Sir Christopher Wren’s iconic
masterpiece. Malcolm, who
was to prove a life-long
scavenger, found a wall
plaque on a nearby bomb site
which declared ‘Sir Christopher
Wren lived here’.
This he ‘liberated’, putting
it on his own house where it
seemed entirely appropriate.
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Southside House
Revisited
The house that came in
from the cold

Major Malcolm Munthe, an undercover hero during
World War 2, seen in his military uniform, above left.
and above right in 1941.
After all, ‘if Wren had never
lived there, he should have
done’, he thought.
This piece of ‘restoration’
illustrated Malcolm’s genius
for uniting images with artefacts, irrespective of historical
accuracy.
The consequences were
fortuitous as in the 1950s the
plaque saved the house and
those alongside it from
demolition by the London
County Council. Today, London
guides dutifully point out the
‘Wren house’ from passing
boats.*
Banishing past myths, we
were given a simplified account
of Southside House and its
connections with the Munthe
Pennington Mellor family, a
narrative that was to prove as
riveting as tales of Jacobean
Penningtons or the Pennington
Pimpernel, said to have operated
in revolutionary France under
cover of the British Embassy.

As Richard explained: ’No
matter how fantastic Malcolm
Munthe’s stories sometimes
were, they always contained
a grain of truth.’ The family
could indeed boast a spy,
Malcolm himself, who during
the early years of World War 2
worked on dangerous missions
in Scandinavia.
The other, more important,
house was Françon, the family’s
home in Biarritz, where in the
late 19th century the seriously
rich Penningtons bought a
large estate complete with
lake and railway siding. With
their immense fortunes made
in cotton and shipping, they
built a villa fit for kings and set
about entertaining the exiled
royalty that flocked to the
French resort at the turn of
the century.
The vast ballroom and
reception rooms filled with
treasures allowed the family
Pennington to live as quasi-

HERITAGE
aristocrats. From photographs
of Françon, we recognised the
Waterford glass chandeliers,
statuary and a host of objets
d’art familiar from previous
visits to Southside House.
We saw the enchanting
portrait of the heiress, threeyear-old Hilda Pennington in
its original setting, which for
years has had pride of place
at Southside House. We saw
the Pleyel piano, the furniture,
all undoubtedly from Françon in
its heyday, when 'Bertie',
Prince of Wales visited and
where he was free to entertain
his mistress, Mrs Kettle.
It was the financial crash
of 1929 that brought the
glittering life at Françon to an
end. The family had weathered
World War 1 and the break-up
of Hilda’s marriage to Swedish
physician and author Axel
Munthe. They were still asset
rich, with properties in Sweden
(Hildasholm), Italy (San Michele,
Ana Capri) and England, with
Broadway and Hyde Park.
We learnt that Hilda had
also occupied a property in
Wimbledon, on Spencer Hill
when Malcolm and his brother
Peter attended King’s College
School.
In 1931 Hilda bought two
semi-detached 18th century
houses known as Holm
Lodge and Carfrae Lodge on
the south side of Wimbledon
Common. Here she carried
out major alterations and
changes to front door positions,
transforming the two lodges
into Southside House. This
would become a depository
for many of her French
possessions and would later
assimilate a portion of the
Wharton Art Collection.
After W orld W ar 2, the
Munthes received a grant for
war damage. Still recovering

Richard Surman described a
historic rupture between
the Wimbledon Society and
Southside House as a
‘clash of Titans’. The Society’s
late historian, Richard
Milward (right), challenged
Malcolm Munthe on the
veracity of the history of his
home. The Major’s reaction
was volatile, defending his
carefully nurtured psychological hideaway and fantasy
landscape like an agent
whose cover had been
blown.
A complete survey of the
house, made after the fire in

‘Clash of Titans’

from his injuries and scarred
psychologically by his wartime
experiences, Malcolm set
about creating a fantasy hideaway at Southside, in which
he could recreate the lost
glories of Françon and find a
retreat from the realities of
post-war England.
In this he was aided by his
elder brother Peter, a gifted
painter who produced ceiling
and wall paintings, while Malcolm
added to the marvels using
his considerable skills in
salvaging and scavenging.
It was reminiscent of past
summer days in Sweden,
when the brothers had toured
around Hildasholm with a farm
cart loaded with scenery and
props for their productions
performed to entertain local
villagers.
Southside House remains an
enigma. What is certain is that
Malcolm Munthe’s privileged
childhood, with its jigsaw of
countries and languages, was
to be of extraordinary practical
use in his wartime career.
He had been appointed a
page at the Swedish court
aged ten. He had spent holidays in France and Italy and

his language skills and cosmopolitan lifestyle ensured that on
joining the Gordon Highlanders at the outbreak of World
War 2, he was invited to join
the SOE. He was first sent to
help ferry arms to the Finns
during the Russian campaign.
In 1940 he returned to Britain
for a parachute and guerrilla
warfare course before he was
dropped into Norway. His acting
served him well, as he slipped
disguised through German
checkpoints until, wounded in
both legs, he was captured
and hospitalised.
After nine days he escaped
and on reaching neutral Sweden
served as military attaché at
the British Legation until
obliged to leave. He later
served with distinction in
Sicily and mainland Italy.
Malcolm Munthe wrote an
account of his experiences
called Sweet is War. A rather
harrowing photograph of him
taken at the end of the war
illustrates the full quote
‘Sweet is War to them that
know it not.’

the roof
in 2010,
unearthed
a secret
room beneath the
dining
room floorboards.
The room’s
entrance was perilously
close to the hearth. It
contained a cache of arms,
a s ub-machine gun and a
service automatic pistol.

*Gillian Tindall: The House by
the Thames.
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Wimbledon Guardian Online Heritage Service
The Society’s Heritage service for the online edition of the Wimbledon Guardian newspaper
has continued at www.wimbledonguardian.co.uk. Once there, just click on the HERITAGE box in
the middle of the page. Summarised here are most stories published since the December Newsletter.
WIMBLEDON ‘NOW AND
THEN’ PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXHIBITION OPENS
29 November 2013: Next
week sees the launch of the
Museum of Wimbledon’s second major exhibition at the
Village Hall Trust Gallery.
Running from 3 December
until 2 March 2014, Now and
Then is the gallery’s first exhibition of historical and contemporary photographs,
showing Wimbledon sites as
they have changed since the
late 19th or early 20th centuries and can be seen by comparison today.
GUILD CELEBRATES ITS
106TH BIRTHDAY
6 December 2013: On this
day exactly 106 years ago in
1907, a local newspaper reported the first ever meeting
of the Wimbledon Guild of
Help at the Lecture Hall in
Wimbledon Village. A large
crowd had gathered representing charities, churches,
the local authority and other
civil institutions. The meeting,
chaired by the Mayor, Cllr
Collier, was also attended by
‘a large number of uphill
residents’.
Britain had to undergo two
world wars before the establishment of the welfare state
40 years later. Back in 1907,
support for the poorest in the
community largely depended
on charities. The Wimbledon
Guild of Help was one of the
first 25 bodies nationwide to
take responsibility for distributing grants to the needy.
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THE DAY THE BEATLES
CAME TO WIMBLEDON
PALAIS
13 December 2013: Merton
had never seen anything like
it, and probably never will
again. Fifty years ago tomorrow, on 14 December 1963,
the Beatles came to town and
pandemonium broke out.
The Fab Four had staged a
concert the previous Saturday
at the Empire Theatre, Liverpool for members of their
Northern Area Fan Club, and
this Saturday they were appearing at Wimbledon Palais
at a special concert for members of the Southern Area
Fan Club. Just a month before they had appeared at the
Royal Command Performance and the newspapers
had started to use the newlyminted word ‘Beatlemania’.
OCTAGONAL SCHOOL –
254 YEARS OLD AND STILL
COUNTING
27 December 2013: As local
schools face the prospect of
growing class numbers, a
landmark beside Wimbledon
Common recalls how far back
the education question really
goes. The two-storey octagonal
building in Camp Road first
opened for lessons exactly
254 years ago this week on
31 December 1759. Known
as the Wimbledon Charity
School, it was the brainchild
of Rev John Cooksey, vicar at
St Mary’s, who wanted a
means of teaching poor children
to read the Bible and learn
basic writing skills.

A MERTON RIFLEMAN IN
THE GREAT WAR
17 January 2014: For over
half a century from 1911 until
his death, Merton-born Tim
Elliott (1895-1967) kept a secret
diary. Discovered by his family
years later and now published
by his son-in-law, it offers an
extremely rare insight into the
personal experiences of an
ordinary serving soldier
throughout the First World
War. On the first day of the
Battle of the Somme, he was
‘one of the few’ who returned
alive.
HOW WIMBLEDON SET
THE STAGE FOR THE
NATIONAL TRUST
24 January 2014: Tomorrow’s
talk on Sir Robert Hunter
(1844-1913), inventor of the
National Trust and a key
player in the successful campaign to preserve Wimbledon
Common, will be the first free
lecture of 2014 organised by
the Wimbledon Society.
MEMORIES OF JACK THE
TRACE-HORSE
7 February 2014: Horses have
been part of the Wimbledon
scene for centuries. Among
the most iconic was Jack the
trace-horse, who helped pull
carts full of coal and other
materials up Wimbledon Hill
Road between 1908 and
1939. A succession of ‘Jacks’
worked the route following a
funding campaign by the Dumb
Friends League, supported
by the Wimbledon Borough
News.

ORAL HISTORY
The Museum’s collection of oral history interviews has grown significantly in the last three
years. No fewer than 11 current or former
residents - including several Wimbledon Society
luminaries - have now made their lifelong
recollections and reminiscences available on
the Museum website, all for hearing online as
well as reading. The eldest, Kenneth Young, was
born 100 years ago on 11 February 1914.
My mother was born in 1856 at
Merton, next door to Lord
Nelson’s and Lady Hamilton’s
place. When she was about
ten or 12 years old she had to
walk from there, through
Wimbledon, up Wimbledon
Hill, across the Common,
through the cornfields to the
Windmill every week to collect
the family flour.
I was born at Belvedere
Cottages in the old Wimbledon
Village on 20 March 1892. My
earliest recollection is coming
out of the cul-de-sac with
great big iron gates across
the entrance. There were a
few shops on the right, two
public houses beside each
other and just on from there
were some very old cottages,
almost tumbling down, with
front doors on the pavement
on both sides of the road.
There was the sweetshop, the
butcher’s, the fishmonger and then
there was the old fire station.
The fire engine there was
drawn by horses and next to
that was the steam-roller.
Harper, one of the firemen,
lived with his family over the
top. He drove the steam-roller
for the Council. If there was a
fire, for the horses they had to
go across the road to the
courtyard beside the Dog &
Fox Hotel. They always kept
two horses in reserve there in
case there was a fire.
If the fireman was out rolling
the road somewhere, someone else would have to go by

However, earlier interviews were carried
out long before websites ever existed.
WILLIAM HAMMOND (1892-1973), a Wimbledon
Village fireman in the days of horse-drawn
engines, w as inte rvi ew ed by Norman
P las tow on 3 November 1971 at his home
in Martin Grove, Morden. The audiotaped
recording is still held at the Museum, now
awaiting future digitisation for the website.

bike and tell him where the
fire was so that he could get
on the bike, leave his steamroller there, ride back, go
chasing back to the fire station.
He would leave the other chap
to walk home on his own.
Then he had to get the fire
engine steamed up, it was a
steam engine you see. He
had that already laid out. He
would also harness up the
horses and away they would
go to the fire.
The steam engine was
drawn by a pair of horses.
The fire engine at the bottom
of the hill - South Wimbledon at Queens Road was also
drawn by a horse. But at
Colliers Wood and Raynes
Park it was manual, a hand pump.
The only other horse-drawn
vehicle, nearest to Wimbledon,
was at Putney and every year
they used to have a competition between the horse-drawn
vehicles. A race between Putney
and Wimbledon. Richmond
used to come into it too as
they also had horse-drawn

vehicles.
The race was around the
Common with the fire engines
finishing up at Rushmere. The
water for Rushmere used to
come from Sir Henry Peek’s
estate which is now in Marryat
Road. Where the end of Marryat
Road is now there used to be
big iron gates at the entrance
to Sir Henry Peek’s estate.
They had a big lake and it
flowed underground through
piping into Rushmere canal. I
used to do quite a lot of fishing there at times.
I don’t remember Wimbledon
Village ever being beaten in the
race. They always came first.
Putney used to be very close
but it was always first.
South Wimbledon were
always beaten, they never
came near. Our station was
always first. Mr Harper was a
very stout fellow and used to
take up the best part of the
back of the engine but he
used to keep that engine high
and there was steam up all
the time.
I remember an important
fire in the Ridgway. On the
Village side of the Emmanuel
Church there was a cycle
shop, a double fronted shop
with private premises above
that caught alight. The fire engine
was up there and the flames
were very fierce. There were
gates leading into premises
on the other side of the road. I
remember seeing the paint
was all blistered from there.
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ENVIRONMENT

The state of Capability Brown’s historic lake
Earl Spencer commissioned
Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown
to carry out a radical redesign of his recently
enlarged manorial estate in
1765. The central feature
was a new lake formed by
building a dam across the
wide valley of a brook that
flowed east to the Wandle
at Earlsfield. DAVE DAWSON
considers the lake’s condition
nearly 250 years later.
The lake survives today in
essentially the same shape,
surrounded by the remnants
of the manorial park seen in
the public park, All England
Lawn Tennis Club and Wimbledon Park Golf Course.
The lake was the focal
point in the foreground of a
celebrated view in Georgian
times, across the landscaped
manorial park towards Wandsworth and central London from
the Marlborough Manor House
on Vineyard Hill. Today it remains
the main feature of a fine
landscape, listed by English
Heritage. There are views across
it from Home Park Road and
the golf course, although
marred by the developments
of the All England Club, athletics
stadium and water sports centre.
The lake was formed over
the confluence of two brooks.
These originate in springs at
the edge of the flat gravel terrace
occupying the top of the hill to
the south and west and they
enter the west and south
arms of the lake.
Its catchment in Georgian
days was predominantly common
land, parkland and farms.
This was before the onset of
intensive land management,
so the water quality was good
and there was a fine fishery.
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Now, 250 years later, like
most shallow lakes in lowland
Britain, it is eutrophic. The
catchment is predominantly
suburban with extensive hard
surfaces, such as houses and
roads. Runoff from these is
rapid and carries pollutants.
This was exacerbated in the
late 1990s, by construction of
an extra inflow to take runoff
from the All England Club.
Other sources of pollution are
intensive management of the
golf course, feeding of the carp
by fishermen, large populations
of waterfowl, and excess bird
feeding by the public.
Some of this can be ameliorated
but while the catchment remains
suburban, the water will never
return fully to its former quality.
As a result of this pollution,
and the high population of
carp, the lake has lost its
beds of waterlilies and submerged water plants can be a
problem in warm summers.
Now the lake is owned by
Merton Council, as is a strip
of land bordering both sports
clubs. The golf club leases
this from the council and the
rest of its site from the All
England Club. Other users
are Wimbledon Park Angling
Club and Wimbledon Park
Watersports Centre. The public
enjoy watching the lake’s wildlife from the path atop the dam.

The lake has been slowly
silting up. Once up to 2.5 metres
deep, there are now few
places more than a metre deep.
To provide sufficient depth for
water sports, the outflow weir
has to be kept high. This
causes a high water table and
some flooding in the low parts
of both sports clubs. Although
the average rate of siltation is
only about a centimetre a
year, the problems with water
depth can only get worse. The
Friends of Wimbledon Park
hope to raise funds to remove
silt and secure the lake’s future.
A Site of Borough Importance
for nature conservation, the lake
is important for birds, especially in
winter, when many arrive from
the north and east in Europe,
seeking ice-free water. In
summer, it attracts at least
four species of bat to feed on
its rich insect life. Lakeside
vegetation, while badly managed
in the past, retains value, and
a Pyramidal orchid was found
there last year.
Many geese visit seasonally,
attracted by the extent of water
alongside grasslands. Other
visitors include common terns,
kingfishers, grey herons and
cormorants. Attempts by the
angling club to deter the last of
these have largely failed and
they can be watched perching
to dry out their plumage.

PLANNING COMMITTEE

Inspector to rule on Sites and Policies
document as UDP fades into history
January saw a major step towards completion
of Merton’s new Local Plan, previously known
as the Local Development Framework.
For four days a Government Inspector carried
out a public examination of the draft Sites and
Policies document which complements the
Core Strategy and will govern future handling
of planning applications. It also considers the
development potential of sites identified by the
Council or others likely to be available within
the Plan period.
Public interest focussed on two sites in particular.
Arousing the greatest interest was the Greyhound Stadium in Plough Lane, allocated in the
draft Plan for an ‘intensification of sporting activity’.
Some support the site being used to provide
Wimbledon AFC with a home inside Merton,
others want greyhound racing retained.
Backers of both options made their case at
some length but the Inspector made clear that
the Plan’s role was only to state the general
sporting use. It could not replace the detailed
scrutiny that a planning application would face.
The proposed allocation, which could justify
either use, is therefore likely to remain. Merton
Council emphasised that two major issues
affecting the site’s suitability for development –
flood risk and transport – would have to be the
subject of full assessments accompanying any
planning application.
The second site of interest was Wimbledon
Library. The draft Plan originally included an allocation providing for ‘retention and improvement
of the Library’ but also suggesting other uses

for parts of the site. Following a local campaign,
based largely on misunderstanding of this element
of the Plan, the Council Leader decided to withdraw mention of the Library, but the protestors and
Merton both stated their cases. Although the
Council's view has not changed, the site is
unlikely to appear in the Plan. The Inspector
asked the Council to justify this change of course.
The Policies part of the document raised less
public interest. The Society had made much
input to this part of the Plan in commenting on
earlier versions and it pursued some points of
difference at the examination.
Of further changes made, most significant
was modification of a retail uses policy protecting
the pattern of small shopping frontages in the
Village. Other changes dealt with sustainable
design and minimising the environmental impact
of telecommunications equipment.
When the Inspector has reported there will
be a short period of consultation on any changes
made to the consultation draft. Formal Adoption
of the Sites and Policies document should follow
and the revised Plan will then be adopted,
hopefully before the local elections in late May.
At that point all the policies in the 2003 Unitary
Development Plan will cease to have effect.
Merton will soon have in place a Local Plan
that accords with the Government's National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Achieving
this ahead of neighbouring boroughs should
be especially beneficial in view of the importance
the NPPF places on this.

Open lands under threat

Thoughts on the
Great War

Government consultation on changes to the planning system
continue. We have commented on the proposed splitting up of
English Heritage into two bodies, one for monuments, the other
for policy and grants.
We have also given Civic Voice our views on the proposed
All-Party review of the Green Belt and its protection. Although
there is no Green Belt in Merton, we agree with the Mayor’s
London Plan policy which says Metropolitan Open Land such
as the site of the former Atkinson Morley and Wolfson hospitals at Copse Hill should have the same legal status as Green
Belt. We hope that this will be reflected in the eventual review.

World War One commemoration
is a subject the Society will be
contributing to throughout the
year. The Planning Committee
is putting forward some ideas.
Apart from the Memorial in
the Village maintained by the
One Man Went to Mow group,
there is also the Richardson
Evans Memorial near the A3
to consider.
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Town centre
free of traffic
but could it
be lasting?
All traffic was banned from
The Broadway on a Sunday
in early December with the
launch of the pre-Christmas
Winter Wonderland (see
above).
Music, stalls, and a general
transformation took place
between the Old Town Hall
and Gladstone Road, creating a
traffic free zone linking the
Piazza and Hartfield Crescent.

It is nearly six years since the
Planning Committee’s Mark
Leclercq and Tony Michael,
together with Marcus Beale
and Tony Edwards, made
proposals for how this part of
the town centre could become
a permanently traffic-free
pedestrian zone.
The powers that be said
then that it could not work.
Yet the new Love Wimbledon

business group now responsible
for managing the town centre
simply made it happen, if only
temporarily.
Some 15,000 seasonal
merry-makers enjoyed the new
experience in this part of the
town. Was it the start of a new
way of thinking about how
Wimbledon should develop
and prosper?

AROUND AND ABOUT

Vacancies for Hon Secretary and planners
The post of successor to the Society’s Honorary
Secretary remains vacant. David Butler will
stand down at the AGM on 17 May but will
offer personal support to his successor.
An ex-officio trustee of the Society, the job
includes organising and taking minutes at
Executive Committee meetings; acting as
point of contact with the Charity Commission
and other outside organisations; advising
trustees on the constitution and responsibilities;
and maintaining Society records and papers.
The post requires an organised approach,
experience in administration, and a degree of
computer literacy. Contact Chairman Asif Malik
on 020 8946 6435 or asifamalik@aol.com.
The Planning Committee (PC) is continually
seeking fresh volunteer monitors to assist its
work in oversight of planning applications in
the Wimbledon area.
New applications are lodged with Merton
Planning Department on a weekly basis.
Some are trivial but others are significant and
can affect the Wimbledon environment. It is
important that the PC has sufficient experienced and dedicated people to review the
plans that are submitted.
Previous planning experience is not necessary
– common sense and willingness to investigate
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are more desirable. The initial period of training
will be to ‘shadow’ an existing monitor and to
absorb our informative guide on the subject.
The time commitment is twofold. First, to
attend monthly PC meetings which normally
start at 7.15 pm, to review applications which
are allocated to a monitor on a rota basis. The
monthly meetings are set up annually to allow
diaries to be planned. Secondly, to examine a
week’s worth of applications every month. The
rota means a monitor will review no more than a
week’s worth per month. The time for this review would rarely exceed four or five hours.
All communication is by email so a reasonable degree of computer-literacy is essential.
If you would like to volunteer please contact
the PC’s Chairman, John Mays, either by phone
on 020 8946 2198 or 07850 69 77 23 or by
email at john@themayses.co.uk.

Wotton House lecture
This month’s free lecture on Thursday, 20
March will cover the restoration of the
Baroque Wotton House at Aylesbury. To be
presented by David Gladstone at Emmanuel
Church, Ridgway, it starts at 8pm. A private
visit to the house will follow this summer.

